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Abstract 

The determination of network equipment weaknesses and the discovery of intrusion 

intention is one of the difficulties that troubled network security management personnel. 

Based on previous studies, further proposed a double attack graph based on domain-

equipment. By the underlying network topology data collected and analyzed, using 

Bayesian theory to complete the quantify for the double attack graph and generation 

strategy in minimal power key set, with the cost of calculation of key equipment in the 

automatic recognition network topology, we provide an important basis for network 

maintenance. Experimental results show that the measure of using quantitative domain-

equipment double attack graph to recognize the intrusion intention is not only effective 

and feasible, but also has the feature of easy promotion. 
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1. Introduction 

Intrusion intention identification refers to a process in the Internet environment, 

through the analysis of a large number of feedback alarm data from the underlying 

intrusion detection system, and effectively judging the means of the invaders and the 

ultimate goal, which is the essence of the scientific analysis of the intrusion process[1~3]. 

The fast and effective method of identifying intrusion intention provide an important basis 

for network management personnel to better maintain network security, it is also the 

premise for early detection and prevention by the network security threats, an important 

part of network security situation analysis, and the emerging field of network security 

research focus. 

In the computer field, artificial intelligence achieved the recognition of intention 

earliest.  Bratman M used the recognition of intention for decision-making and action 

planning [4]. Swiler, who first introduced the attack graph, using the nodes and edges of 

graph to formalize association between network devices, providing a new approach [5] to 

identify intrusion intention. Sheyner, who used the greedy algorithm to optimize the 

attack graph, identifying the key weaknesses in the minimum set throughout network, and 

as a theoretical basis for the recognition of intrusion intention [6]. Ou X further improved 

the thoughts of attack graph, putting forward a fast method to identify intrusion intention 

[7]. Lippmann and others increased constraints on the attack graph nodes and weakness, 

thereby reducing the attack graph scale, providing a quick method to quantify [8]. 

Roschek used scanning tools NESSUS to find the key nodes in the network, generating a 

key node attack graph by the algorithm that search through the front and rear, effectively 

prevent the intrusion occurring [9]. Ye further quantified the attack graph by the 

probability of intrusion occurred to provide a theoretical basis [10] to identify intrusion 

intention. Chen Xiaojun, who proposed the idea of the probability and statistics to apply 

to the attack graph, the attack graph quantified provided the basis to further determine the 

intention of the network, effectively preventing the intrusion [11]. 
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On the basis of years of research [12], the group further proposed the double attack 

graph model based on domain-equipment, and using Bayesian probability theory to carry 

out the research about the automatic recognition of intrusion intention. 

 

2. Building Automatic Recognition Model for Intrusion Intention 
 

2.1. Intrusion Intention and Recognition Model 

Intrusion intention is an intruder original purpose, and it is expressed as an intruder 

brings the damage for the network which is invaded. Intrusion intention recognition is a 

process that is the network security people taking measures for the invaders intent which 

is expresses as forecast, analysis, evaluation and block. Its recognition model structure is 

shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Architecture Diagram of Intrusion Intent Recognition Model 
 

2.2. Domain-equipment Two-tier Attack Graph 

To create a domain-equipment double attack graph model, we formalized the following 

constraints: 

W represents a collection of weakness in the network device, then for any one 

weakness w in set W, w can be defined as a triple (wid , wp , wc). In the tuple, wid is the 

number of the weakness in the network security CVE standard library; wp is the set of 

precursor conditions that intruder can successfully exploit this vulnerability; wc is the set 

of harm that an intruder using the vulnerability cause on the network. 

IP represents the set of the equipment in network layer, then for any one network 

equipment ip in IP, ip defined as triples (W, o, NetIP). In the triple, W is the set of 

network equipment weaknesses; o is the set of open ports in network equipment; NetIP is 

the set of other devices connected to the network. 

D represents the set of network topology domains, then for any one domain d in set D, 

d may be defined as triples (IP, NetD). In the triple, IP is a set of network equipment in 

the domain; NetD is a set of other domains connected to the domain. 

E represents the set of node equipment, then for any one node device e in set E, e may 

be defined as a triples (eid, D, IP). In the triple, eid is the node number of the device; D is 

the set of the node equipment in the domain; IP is a set of network equipment that belongs 

to the node equipment. 

In the daily intrusion events, the intruder first scans all the weaknesses of a node 

equipment e in the network topology, forming weakness set w. By analyzing the set w, the 

intruders may invade the ip of equipment in some domain d, completing the controlling 

process that make the privilege of ip change from low to high. Secondly, by the set NetIP 

of device ip, invading other equipment ip' in the domain d, the intruders completely 

control the domain d step by step eventually. Finally, by the set NetD of domain d, the 

intruders continue invading other domains d' in the same way, realizing their invasion 
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intention eventually. Thus, the domain-equipment double attack graph model shown in 

Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Domain-equipment Double Attack Graph Model 

Definition 1: domain-equipment double attack graph V, it is a view and formalized as a 

triples (VD (Ed, Ld), VIP (Eip, Lip)), where: VD (Ed, Ld) is the domain layer attack graph; VIP 

(Eip, Lip) is the equipment layer attack graph; Eq is a set of node equipment; Lq is the set of 

the routes between the node equipment; q is d or ip. In the definition 1, if there is a route 

that make node equipment ei turn to the node equipment ej, it means the intruders invade 

the node equipment ej by the node equipment ei successfully, where: lij∈Lq, ei∈Eq, ej∈Eq, 

ei ≠ ej, q = d or ip. 

 

2.3. Attack Graph Generation Strategy 

Domain-equipment two-tier attack graph V generation policy obeys the following 

restrictions: 

(1) If an intruder has gained a network equipment elevated privileges, and the intruder 

is no longer regain the network equipment lower privileges. 

(2) If the intruder has successfully invaded network equipment, the intruder is no 

longer re-invasion of the network equipment. 

(3) In the process of an intruder achieving his intention invasion, his invasion 

operations are necessary and non-redundant. 

(4) An intruder gets a network equipment’s permission from low to high, and the 

orders are Null, Guest, Admin. 

Generation strategy 1 of the domain-equipment double attack graph follows: 

Step1: Initialize policy-related variables, and set Pow for permission variable; 

Step2: Remove a equipment from the set IP of network equipment in device layer to 

store in variable ip; 

Step3: Set permission variable Pow corresponding the variable ip empty Null, 

computing the rank of the set of the weakness in network equipment and assigning the 

variable with Num; 

Step4: Make the loop variable i = 1; 

Step5: Make loop variable j = i + 1; 

Step6: If wc that the weakness wi was successfully invaded lead to meet the 

precondition wp that weakness wj be invaded, namely satisfy the relationship wj × wp
wi 

× wc, then assigning the permission variable Pow corresponding variable ip with Guest or 

Admin and perform   Step9, otherwise perform Step7; 

Step7: Let the variable j = j + 1, determine j whether the variable Num equal, if not 

perform Step6, otherwise perform Step8; 

Step8: Let the variable i = i + 1, judge i whether the Num-1 equal to, if not perform 

Step5, otherwise perform Step9; 

Step9: Remove the next device from the set IP of the network equipment in device 

layer to store in the variable ip; 

Step10: If the set IP is not empty, then perform Step3, and otherwise perform Step11; 
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Step11: Recover the set IP of the network equipment in device layer and set Num to the 

rank of set IP; 

Step12: Make the loop variable i = 1; 

Step13: Make loop variable j = i + 1; 

Step14: If the permission of the equipment ipi is not null, namely the Pow 

corresponding equipment ipi is Guest or Admin, then perform Step15, otherwise perform 

Step17; 

Step15: If the equipment ipi and ipj can be connected through port ο and it can invade 

equipment ipj via the equipment ipi and access the privilege Guest or Admin of the 

equipment ipj, then perform Step16, otherwise perform Step17; 

Step16: add the equipment ipi and ipj to equipment attack graph VIP(Eip),and add the 

edge ipi→ipj to the attack graph VIP (Lip) in the device layer; 

Step17: Let the variable j = j + 1, determine j whether the variable Num equal to, if not 

perform Step14, otherwise perform Step18; 

Step18: Let the variable i = i + 1, judge i whether the Num-1 equal to, if not perform 

Step13, otherwise perform Step19; 

Step19: Add the attack graph VIP (Eip, Lip) in device layer to the double attack graph V; 

Step20: Make the loop variable i = 1; 

Step21: Make loop variable j = i + 1; 

Step22: Make d1 as the protection domain for equipment ipi, d2 as the protection 

domain for equipment ipj; 

Step23: If the two domains are not same, that d1 <> d2, and the equipment ipi has been 

invaded, then perform Step24, otherwise perform Step26; 

Step24: Add the protection domain of the equipment ipi to domain layer attack graph 

VD (Ed); 

Step25: If it can invade equipment ipj through port o in equipment ipi and improve the 

privilege of the control equipment ipj to Guest or Admin, then add the protection domain 

of the equipment ipj to the domain layer attack graph VD (Ed), add the edge d(ipi)→d(ipj) 

to the domain layer attack graph VD(Ld), otherwise perform Step26;  

Step26: Let the variable j = j + 1, determine j whether the variable Num equal to, if not 

perform Step22, otherwise perform Step27; 

Step27: Let the variable i = i + 1, judge i whether the Num-1 equal to, if not perform 

Step21, otherwise perform Step28; 

Step28: Add the domain layer attack graph VD (Ed, Ld) to the double attack graph V. 

After analysis, the time complexity of the policy 1 is O(|IP|×|Wip|
2
). 

 

3. Quantitative Analysis of Intrusion Intention and Response Strategies 

 
3.1. Quantitative Analysis of Intrusion Intention 

In the double attack graph of the domain-equipment, the property of weakness 

determines   each node that intruder can invade successfully. Therefore, this article will 

divide the property of the device weakness into three parts: easiness α, privacy β and the 

rate of return γ. Depending on the complexity of the actual network operations, the author 

made assessment and assignment with each property of the weakness, as shown in Table 

1, the probability of an intruder successfully exploited weaknesses w as follows: 

                                                           π( w ) = δ1α +δ2β +δ3γ                                               

(1) 

Where: δ1, δ2, δ3 are weights assigned by the network management personnel in 

accordance with the actual situation. 
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Table 1. Properties and Assignment of the Weakness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Definition 2: Invasion route. In the domain-equipment double attack graph V, if there 

exits the set E' of node equipment, it may make the intruder start from node equipment e0 

along with the equipment in set E' to realize the intrusion intention, then the node 

equipment set E' and the link of them in domain-equipment double attack graph called a 

intrusion route, denoted by r. In the attack graph V, all the intrusion paths constitute a 

collection that is called invasion path set, denoted R. 

In the attack graph of equipment level, if there exits j invasion path through k node 

equipment, and the intruder can achieve its intrusion intention i, then the probability of 

intrusion intention i that may happen as follows: 

                                                                          

( ) 1 [1 ( )]k

j k

i                                       

(2) 
By Bayesian formula, we can calculate the relative probability of an intruder may 

realize the intrusion intention by intrusion route t: 
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 ,   t = 1，2，…，j                                         

(3) 
If the relative probability of some invasion path is higher, it indicates the possibility of 

an intruder from the invasion path to achieve its intentions may be high. For this reason, 

network managers should focus on protecting the node equipment through the invasion 

route. 

 

3.2 Minimal Right Key Set of Attack Graph 

Definition 3: Minimal key right set. In the domain-equipment double attack graph V, 

V(E) is the set of node equipment, it makes Ki the nonempty set that does not contain the 

start node and the destination node and meet Ki⊂V(E), if any intrusion route r in set R 

through all node equipment in Ki, there call Ki is the minimal key right set KminW.  

For the generation strategy to design minimal right key set KminW, this paper follows the 

formal constraint: 

Arank represents the rank of the node equipment set V(E), there: Arank =|V(E)|; Drank 

represents the rank of the intrusion route set R, there: Drank =|R|, 

and
-21 2

-2 -2 -2= + + + rank

rank rank rank

A

rank A A AD C C C
;ri represents any intrusion route, and meet ri∈ R; Ei 

represents the set of all node equipment in the invasion route ri; In symbols ri and Ei , the i 

= 1,2, ..., Drank. 

The generation strategy of the minimal right key set KminW in the domain-equipment 

double attack graph V follows: 

Step1: Initialize policy-related variables and set landmark variable Flag is true; 

Property Degree Assignment 
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Step2: Calculate the number of elements in the set R and assign to the variable i; 

Step3: Set landmark variable Flag is true; 

Step4: Calculate the number of elements in the set V(E) and assign to the variable j; 

Step5: Judge the intersection between the set Ki and Kj whether empty, if empty then 

there is a route that not through node in set Ki, set the landmark variable Flag false and 

perform Step6; if not empty, then perform Step6; 

Step6: Variable j = j-1, determine j whether 0, if 0 perform Step7, otherwise perform 

Step5; 

Step7: Judge the landmark variable Flag whether is true? If true add the set Ki to the 

set K; 

Step8: Variable i = i-1, determine i whether 0, if 0 perform Step9, otherwise perform 

Step3; 

Step9: Find the minimum elements in the set K as the minimum right key set KminW. 

After analysis, the time complexity of the strategy 2 is O(Drank×Arank). 

 

3.3 Intrusion Intention Response based on the Minimal Right Key Set 

In the double attack graph, the main way is cutting off intrusion route to prevent 

intrusion intentions. Therefore, the intrusion intention response based on the minimal 

right key set is economically viable process. 

According to the algorithm 2, you can get the minimal right key set KminW in double 

attack graph. Suppose ipi is any one node equipment in set K, the price of maintaining the 

node equipment ipi recorded as Cost(ipi), including: labor costs, hardware costs and other 

costs.  

Based on the above analysis, the optimal maintenance measures costs of the network 

managers cut off the intrusion intention follows (4),which the cost of maintain the 

equipment node in the minimal right key set. 

                                 

 
| |

1

=
minWK

Cost i

i

Sum Cost ip



 

                                                     (4) 

 

4. Test and Analysis of the Experiment 

To test the intrusion intention identified algorithm of the domain-equipment double 

attack graph, experimental environment that research group designed mainly consist of 

four domains and Internet. Among them, environment field is named: domain D1, domain 

D2, domain D3 and domain DMZ. Access policy for each domain: network device in 

Domain D1 and D2 can access each other including the domain DMZ; network equipment 

in domain D3 can not access equipment in domain DMZ; In domain D1 and domain D2, 

network equipment IP4 and network equipment IP9 can access the database server 

equipment in domain D3; the network equipment IP4 in domain D1 and the equipment in 

domain D2 can access each other; in their respective domains, network devices can access 

each other; the inner internet equipment exchange data with Internet through domain 

DMZ; other cross-domain access are disabled. Experimental environment, the weakness 

of network equipment in the network security CVE standard library and the network 

topology are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Network Topology and the Weakness of the Equipment 

Since the server device IP10 stored a lot of sensitive data, so the device is a penetration 

goal by intruders and the majority of the intrusion refer to, it needs special protection. So 

the intrusion intention that intruders penetrate network equipment IP10 successfully is i, 

then take policy 1 can generate the intrusion intention, the corresponding domain-

equipment double attack shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Domain-equipment Double Attack Graph of the Intrusion                                      
Intention i 

In the double attack graph model shown in Figure 4, according to formula (1),the 

equipment IP1, IP2, IP3, IP4, IP7, IP9 and IP10 intrusion probability can be calculated by 

administrators, there: 0.3,0.2,0.5 , 0.6,0.7,0.3 and 0.5, that in Figure 4, π 01=0.3, π 02 =0.2, 

π 03 =0.5, π 14 = 24 =π 34 =0.6, π 17 =π 27 =π 37 =π 47 =0.7, π 19 =π 29 =π 39 =π 79 =0.3, 

π 410 = π 910 =0.5. In the double attack graph model, there are total 12 kinds of intrusion 

route that achieve IP10 penetration for network equipment. Therefore, the probability of 

each route used by intruder is 1/12, namely π (r)=1/12≈ 0.083, each route and the 

probability distribution of the intrusion intention as shown in Table 2. Among them, the 

probability π  represents the probability of each route is successfully invaded, according 

to the formula (2) , the probability i of intrusion intention can be derived, where: π (i) = 

1- (1-0.0900)×(1-0.0189)×... ×(1-0.0750) ≈ 0.4749. 
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According to the formula (3), it obtained the relative probability π (r|i) for each 

intrusion route, as shown in Table 2, namely: π (r1|i) = (π 1×π (r)) /π (i) = (0.0900 × 

0.083) /0.4749≈ 0.0157,.... In relative probability, π (r9|i) = 0.0262 is the maximum, so 

the intruder is most likely to adopt this intrusion route IP0→IP3→IP4→IP10 to achieve its 

intrusion intention. Strategy 2 can calculate the minimal right key set of each intrusion 

route in Table 2, where: (IP4, IP9). To effectively prevent intruders achieve penetration 

intention i of the network equipment IP10, administrators can strengthen the protection for 

equipment IP4 and IP9, timely repairing related patches to restrict some users permission 

that access the database server IP10. According to formula (4), we can calculate the cost of 

the maintenance of network security: Cost(IP6)+Cost (IP9). 

Table 2. Intrusion Route and the Probability of the Intention i 

r  Intrusion route (r) Probability π Relative probability π(r|i) 

1 IP0→IP1→IP4→IP10 0.0900 0.0157 

2 IP0→IP1→IP4→IP7→IP9→IP10 0.0189 0.0033 

3 IP0→IP1→IP7→IP9→IP10 0.0315 0.0055 

4 IP0→IP1→IP9→IP10 0.0450 0.0079 

5 IP0→IP2→IP4→IP10 0.0600 0.0105 

6 IP0→IP2→IP4→IP7→IP9→IP10 0.0126 0.0022 

7 IP0→IP2→IP7→IP9→IP10 0.0210 0.0037 

8 IP0→IP2→IP9→IP10 0.0300 0.0052 

9 IP0→IP3→IP4→IP10 0.1500 0.0262 

10 IP0→IP3→IP4→IP7→IP9→IP10 0.0315 0.0055 

11 IP0→IP3→IP7→IP9→IP10 0.0525 0.0092 

12 IP0→IP3→IP9→IP10 0.0750 0.0131 

 

5. Conclusion 

Intrusion intention identification as a means of network intrusion situation analysis and 

identification has become an important research direction in security management; it 

provides an important basis for managers to effectively determine the network 

vulnerabilities, providing some protection to prevent the occurrence of network intrusion. 

Thus, intrusion intention identification technology is one of the hotspot problems of 

today's network security research. On the previous research results
[12]

, the group 

optimized and presented a identification method that analysis intrusion intention 

automatically, detecting and making response based on the results of previous research 

which is domain-equipment double attack graph. The method refers the probability 

analysis means of Bayesian in the double attack graph, quantifying for each intrusion 

route in the figure, and determining the minimal right key set in network. Administrators 

can set the focused maintenance on the network equipment in the set, thus effectively 

preventing the implementation of intrusion intention. Next, the group will focus on the 

weaknesses layer to study, dividing the double attack graph into the domain-equipment-

weaknesses attack graph. Quantifying intrusion route from the weakness layer will further 

improve the accuracy of determining intrusion intention, provides important data basis for 

more simple and efficient managing intranet. 
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